English
In English we will be continuing
with our construct using quality
texts as inspiration for writing.
We will be writing character
descriptions, setting descriptions
and an informal letter using the
poem ‘The Highwayman’ as our
focus.
We will also be taking part in
daily reading skills sessions to
strengthen our comprehension
skills.
We will also have a daily SPAG
focus in each lesson.

COMPUTING:
We will be taking part in iProgram with
Junior Jam and sessions focusing on
e-safety and staying safe online.

RE:
Year 6 will discuss various questions
including: is death the end? We will
be looking at different religious beliefs
towards the afterlife.

PE:
PE will take place every Wednesday
and Friday afternoon. There will be a
games focus on a Wednesday
(dodgeball) and a Boxercise focus
during our Friday session. Children can
come into school in PE kits on a Friday.

Year 6 Autumn 2 Term Newsletter
Follow us on twitter!
@BartonCloughY6
Please remember to
read for 30 minutes
EVERY NIGHT.
Parents, carers, older
siblings and pupils
can sign reading
record entries – these
will be checked
daily.

Science
We will be focusing on light and
answering the question ‘How
Can You Light Up Your Life?’ This
will include learning about types
of light sources, how light travels,
how shadows are formed and
how light can be reflected.

SATs and our
Robinwood
Residential trip
information will be
shared with parents in
the upcoming months
– please look out for
the relevant letters.

History:
In History we will continuing with our local area study focusing on the question ‘Is there
more to Trafford than the Trafford Centre?’ We will be focusing more during this half
term on the Trafford Centre and the impact it has had and continues to have in our
community. We will then create an information booklet on Trafford and write a
balanced argument showing our answer to our focus question.

Homework:
Homework is given out on a FRIDAY and must be in the following WEDNESDAY.
Spellings will be focused on during school time and a spelling test will take place
weekly.

Maths
In Maths we will continue to
develop and strengthen our
arithmetic knowledge with our
Daily 10 questions and
personalised morning pack
activities.
We will also be focusing on
fractions and we will be
multiplying fractions, adding
and subtracting fractions with
different denominators and
multiplying and dividing
fractions by a whole number.
We will also be translating and
reflecting shapes.

PSHE:
We will be discussing the question
‘how can we keep healthy as we
grow?’ focusing on our mental and
physical health, healthy and
balanced diets and sleep patterns.

Music:
We will be taking part in a Music
Theory program learning how to read,
write and play music.

Italian:
We hope you find this newsletter useful and if you have any questions or
queries, please don’t hesitate to contact school on Class Dojo.
Thank you Miss Higgins

Children will be focusing on learning
greetings, how to introduce themselves
and questions they can ask family and
friends.

